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Founder’s Message

T

he LUI Che Woo Prize – Prize for World Civilisation (“LUI Che Woo Prize” or “the Prize”) was established
in 2015. It recognises those who are working selflessly for noble causes. Their inspiring stories build
awareness of the importance of mutual respect, supporting one another, and cherishing natural resources. I
sincerely thank every laureate, and every member of the three Selection Panels. Only with their great support
in our rigorous selection process were we able to choose the recipients of the LUI Che Woo Prize and build up
a strong foundation for this international, innovative award.
With their support, the Prize has been able to gain substantial growth in terms of its nomination, adjudication
and selection processes, with the Prize operation also making significant progress.

Keeping pace with the times and focusing on core issues
Our world is changing and becoming increasingly complex. In order to address ever-evolving global needs and
challenges, the Prize sets a Specific Area of Focus under each Prize Category every year. In 2017, the Specific
Areas of Focus for each Prize Category were “Prevention of Climate Change”, “Alleviation of Poverty” and
“Promotion of Harmony among Diverse Groups”. We nominated, judged and selected the laureates according
to these three areas.
Integrating all kinds of people into society, including those experiencing challenging circumstances, is key to
social harmony. The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in the
Positive Energy category. Over the past three decades, IPC has not only inspired and offered hope to disabled
people in the world, but also changed their fate, demonstrating how mankind can overcome adversity and
challenges, and illuminating and inspiring countless people to overcome difficulties.
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As the saying goes, “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach him how to fish and you feed him
for a lifetime”. Innovation is needed to change the living conditions of the poor and defend their survival and
development opportunities. This is essential to improving our well-being. Landesa is awarded the LUI Che Woo
Prize 2017 in the Welfare Betterment category. To date, after 50 years of steadfast efforts, it has succeeded
in securing land rights for more than 120 million of the world’s poorest families in over 50 countries through
peaceful means. We hope that by recognising the contribution of Landesa, we will encourage more capable
and ambitious organisations and individuals to fight poverty around the world.
The deterioration of the environment has become our greatest threat to sustainable development. However,
destructive behaviour is widespread and long-term concerns are increasing. In the field of promoting sustainable
development, Xie Zhenhua is awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in the Sustainability category. Mr. Xie
Zhenhua has been promoting environmental protection in China for a long time, and he is also committed
to promoting the international community’s response to climate change. He is a key figure, in particular, for
contributing to the successful conclusion of the Paris Agreement. This award is not only a tribute to him, but
a means to stoke the world’s concern for the environment.

Forging ahead despite twists and turns
Every laureate of the LUI Che Woo Prize has an inspiring story. They have made great contributions in their
fields with their lifelong energy and effort. For the laureates, the awards are affirmation – not an ending, but
rather another starting point. They all put the cash award into continuing to benefit others and society. I will
also regard this as the biggest achievement of the LUI Che Woo Prize.
Mr. Xie Zhenhua donated his cash reward (HK$20 million) to the Education Foundation of Tsinghua University
to set up the Global Climate Change and Green Development Foundation.
After receiving the Prize, Landesa worked through global and cross-disciplinary departments according to
the needs of different regions, including the Africa Project, and opened a new office in Tanzania as a contact
center for East Africa to help the region continue to promote land rights.
The IPC has devoted the prize money to its development arm, the Agitos Foundation to support the Grant
Support Programme (GSP) and provide financial support to members of the IPC to support the development of
the disabled movement. So far, 55 NPCs, five Regional Organisations, 19 International Federations and three
International Organisations of Sports for the Disabled have benefited from the Grant Support Programme,
reaching more than 482,000 people.

Never forget the purpose and learn tirelessly
I hope that our society will not only have economic prosperity, but also a selfless spirit, technological
development and humanistic values. We aim to not only contribute for today, but also for the future.
This is the purpose of establishing the LUI Che Woo Prize. To achieve this goal, all the colleagues of the Prize
have to work tirelessly. They need to open their minds, learn from the examples of the world, and strive for
more people’s trust, participation and support with achievements and contributions.
In 2017, the LUI Che Woo Prize strengthened exchanges and cooperation with Hong Kong and Mainland,
especially universities and media organisations, as well as international exchanges and cooperation, so that
more people can understand and support the development of the LUI Che Woo Prize. We constantly strive for
progress and improve the awards with modern experience and wisdom.
The establishment and promotion of the LUI Che Woo Prize is a journey of joy for me and a group of like-
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minded people. The selection of each prize is a learning opportunity and reinforces our mission. In the future,
we will continue to foster exchange, interaction and cooperation with the world, so that the Prize will embrace,
integrate and benefit all.
I sincerely thank every supporter for giving us the power to move forward. The LUI Che Woo Prize will follow
through with its goals, create a change with belief, and work to build a more harmonious world.

Lui Che Woo
Founder & Chairman of the Board of Governors cum Prize Council
LUI Che Woo Prize
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Chairman of the Prize Recommendation
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Going from strength to strength

I

am honoured to mark the second year of the LUI Che Woo Prize.

Looking back on the past 12 months, I am heartened to see that the Prize has gone from strength to strength
in recognising remarkable individuals and organisations that pursue the same humanitarian goals as
Dr. Lui Che Woo. We believe that the Prize serves as an encouragement to the awardees. We hope they will
continue to work on their respective missions, striving for the promotion of world civilisation.
In 2017, we continue to uphold Dr. Lui’s noble mission: to enhance sustainability, to improve
human welfare and to promote positive energy. Our selected laureates – Mr. Xie Zhenhua, Landesa,
and the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) – are extraordinary and exemplary in their respective
fields. The contributions of these laureates are making Dr. Lui Che Woo’s inspirational vision a reality.

A rigorous selection process
Every year, the LUI Che Woo Prize is awarded through a rigorous and impartial process of selection carried
out by a diverse group of renowned experts from around the globe. There are three tiers to the process –
Selection Panels for the Specific Area of Focus of each Prize category, the Prize Recommendation Committee
and the Prize Council.
Members of the Selection Panel are experts in their respective fields. They converge upon Hong Kong – from
Australia, Mainland China, South Africa, the United States and beyond – to review the nominations in the
Specific Area of Focus of each Prize category and submit lists of semi-finalists to the Prize Recommendation
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Committee (PRC). The six distinguished academic members of the PRC then generate a short list of
recommended finalists and forwards it to the Prize Council, which comprises five renowned international
leaders, for the final decision on the three LUI Che Woo Prize laureates. It is a fair and thorough process.

Introducing the laureates of the 2017 LUI Che Woo Prize
I am delighted to extend my most sincere congratulations to the LUI Prize laureates of 2017.
To start, my warm congratulations to Mr. Xie Zhenhua, who was awarded the Sustainability Prize.
A long-serving champion for the environment, Mr. Xie played a vital role in the successful conclusion of the
historic Paris Agreement for the prevention of climate change in 2015. His efforts in combating climate change
in China are a model for other emerging economies. He led China’s energy and resource conservation and
anti-pollution efforts, first as the Administrator of China’s State Environmental Protection Agency (1993-2005)
and then as the Vice-Chairman of the National Development and Reform Commission (2007-2015), that have
resulted in tangible and significant impacts domestically and worldwide. Mr. Xie’s contributions to sustainable
development are unparalleled.
Next, I wish to commend Landesa on fighting poverty and creating new opportunities for low-income rural
communities. Awarded the Welfare Betterment Prize, Landesa champions the idea of “land to the tiller” by
partnering with governments and other civil organisations to help the rural poor gain land rights. With a solid
track record of more than half a century, Landesa has secured land rights for more than 120 million families
in over 50 nations – effecting true systemic change and making extraordinary contributions to some of the
poorest people in the world.
Finally, let me applaud the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) for being awarded the Positive Energy
Prize. Aspiring to create a more inclusive society, the IPC brings together Para-athletes from around the globe to
challenge long-held biases and to offer hope to people who are differently abled. By attracting new funding for
Paralympic sports and spearheading massive improvements in sports facilities, the IPC has changed attitudes,
promoted athletic opportunities for all, and created a more equal and inclusive world.
With Mr. Xie’s commitment to the prevention of climate change, Landesa’s work to improve the lives of the
rural poor in tangible ways and the IPC’s achievements in bolstering inclusivity via sports, I am confident that
the LUI Prize will continue to inspire a better, happier and more harmonious society.

The LUI Che Woo Prize in 2018
On behalf of the Prize Recommendation Committee, I wish the 2017 LUI Prize laureates all the best as they
continue to advance world civilisation and enhance human welfare. Above all, I would like to thank Dr. Lui for
his passionate commitment and tangible contributions to making the world a better place.
Turning our attention to the future, three new Specific Areas of Focus have been selected by the Prize
Recommendation Committee for 2018:

6

1.

Development of Renewable Energy – Renewable energy provides invaluable benefits to our climate,
health and economy; it is a key to building a sustainable future for our planet.

2.

Reduction of the Impacts of Natural Disasters – While it is impossible to prevent natural disasters
entirely, preparedness and prompt intervention can greatly reduce their impacts.
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Chairman of the Prize Recommendation Committee

3.

Elimination of Illiteracy – Literacy is the key to the pursuit of a better life and is indispensable to the
alleviation of poverty, and the promotion of peace, democracy and economic growth.

The 2018 LUI Che Woo Prize Presentation Ceremony will be held in October 2018. With deep sincerity and
great optimism, I look forward to what the LUI Che Woo Prize will achieve in the future.

Lawrence J. Lau
Chairman of the Prize Recommendation Committee
LUI Che Woo Prize
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Prize Introduction
Every year, three laureates are awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize for their work
in one of three Prize Categories; receiving a cash award of HK$20 million
(approximately US$2.56 million), a certificate and a trophy. Each Prize is
awarded to a single individual or an organisation.

Board of Governors
The Board of Governors is the governing body of LUI Che Woo Prize Limited (“the
Prize Company”), a charitable company limited by guarantee incorporated in Hong
Kong. The Prize Company is led and supervised by the Board of Governors.

D

r. Lui Che Woo is the Chairman of K. Wah Group, one of Asia’s largest
and leading conglomerates encompassing properties, entertainment
and leisure, hospitality and construction materials. He is also the Chairman
of its two listed flagships, K. Wah International Holdings Limited and
Galaxy Entertainment Group Limited. The Group has evolved over the
past six decades from the first K. Wah Company, which focused mainly on
the supply of construction materials in 1955, into a diversified business
portfolio. Rooted in Hong Kong, the K. Wah Group now operates across
Hong Kong, Mainland China, Macau, North Amercia and Southeast Asia
with around 30,000 employees worldwide.

Dr. LUI Che Woo, GBM, MBE, JP
Founder & Chairman of the Board of
Governors cum Prize Council
LUI Che Woo Prize

Dr. Lui was born in Jiangmen, Guangdong Province, China, in 1929 and
settled in Hong Kong with his family at the age of five. The adversity and
hardship that he experienced and witnessed in his young life planted in
his heart the seeds of compassion and selflessness that shaped his future
efforts.

A long-time philanthropist, Dr. Lui has been particularly supportive of the
development of education, medical care, innovative technology, arts and
culture and environmental stewardship as well as the promotion of harmonious co-existence. Over the past
few decades, Dr. Lui has donated considerable time and resources to a host of international charitable causes
and institutions of higher learning. He has sponsored elementary education, scholarships, educational facilities,
academic research and exchange programmes, because of his profound belief that education is essential for
the betterment of society. He is also keen to share his business wisdom and philosophy with the younger
generation, and has been recognised widely for his benevolence and charity work for the less fortunate.
In recognition of his philanthropic efforts and contributions to society, Dr. Lui has been bestowed with Honorary
Doctorates from leading local and overseas universities. Dr. Lui was made a Member of the Order of the British
Empire (MBE) in 1982 and was appointed as a Justice of the Peace in 1986. The HKSAR Government also
awarded Dr. Lui with the Gold Bauhinia Star (GBS) in 2005 and the Grand Bauhinia Medal (GBM) in 2012.

8
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P

rofessor Lap-Chee Tsui is the immediate-past Vice Chancellor of The
University of Hong Kong, prior to which, he was Geneticist-in-Chief
at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto and University Professor at
University of Toronto, Canada.
Professor Tsui received his Bachelor and Master degrees from the Chinese
University of Hong Kong in 1972 and 1974, respectively, and, his PhD from
University of Pittsburgh in 1979. He is world renowned for his research
work in human genetics and genomics, notably the identification of the
gene for Cystic Fibrosis in 1989 and, later, several other human genetic
diseases while conducting a comprehensive characterization of human
chromosome 7. He is also noted for his significant role in leading the
Hong Kong consortium in the international effort in completing the first
comprehensive catalogue of human genome variations.

Professor Lap-Chee TSUI, GBM, GBS, JP
Member of the Board of Governors

He is currently President of the Victor and William Fung Foundation,
Founding President of The Academy of Sciences of Hong Kong, Director of
Qiushi Academy for Advanced Studies and Master of the Residential College of International Campus in Zhejiang
University, and Emeritus University Professor at University of Toronto. He has over 300 peer-reviewed scientific
publications and 65 invited book chapters. He is the recipient of many national and international prizes, and
a Fellow of Royal Society of Canada, Fellow of Royal Society of London, Fellow of Academia Sinica, Foreign
Associate of the National Academy of Sciences USA, Foreign Member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and
Laureate of the Canadian Medical Hall of Fame. He has received many awards over the years, including 15
honorary doctoral degrees from universities around the world, the Order of Canada, the Order of Ontario, the
Grand Bauhinia Medal and Gold Bauhinia Star, and Justice of the Peace from the Hong Kong SAR Government.

P

rofessor Ma was born and educated in Hong Kong. He graduated with
a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) degree from the University of Hong Kong
in 1973 majoring in economics and history. Since graduation, he had taken
up different major positions of various local and overseas banks, financial
institutions and major companies, including Chase Manhattan Bank, Royal
Bank of Canada Dominion Securities, JP Morgan Chase, Kumagai Gumi (HK)
Limited and Pacific Century Cyberworks Limited. He has rich experience in
banking and financial sector.

In 2002, he joined the Hong Kong SAR Government as the Secretary for
Financial Services and the Treasury and assumed the post of Secretary
for Commerce and Economic Development in 2007. He resigned from the
Government in July 2008 due to medical reasons. In October 2008, he was
appointed as an Honorary Professor of the School of Economics and Finance
at the University of Hong Kong. Professor Ma was appointed as a Member of
Professor Frederick MA Si-hang, GBS, JP
the International Advisory Council of China Investment Corporation in July,
Member of the Board of Governors
2009. In January 2013, he was appointed as a Member of Global Advisory
Council of the Bank of America. In August 2013, he was appointed as an Honorary Professor of the Faculty
of Business Administration at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. In October 2014, he was conferred the
Honorary Doctor of Social Sciences by Lingnan University. In October 2016, he was conferred the Honorary
Doctor of Social Sciences by City University of Hong Kong. In April 2017, he was appointed as the Council
Chairman of The Education University of Hong Kong.
Currently, he is the Chairman of MTR Corporation Limited, an Independent Non-Executive Director of FWD
Group, a Director of Husky Energy Inc., and a Non-Executive Director of COFCO Corporation.
LUI Che Woo Prize | Annual Report 2017
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D

r. Cheng qualified to practise as a solicitor in 1975. He is a consultant
of Messrs. P. C. Woo & Co., one of the longest established firms of
solicitors in Hong Kong; after serving as its Senior Partner from 1994 to
2015. Dr. Cheng’s areas of practice encompass capital markets, corporate
governance, regulatory and compliance, and public policies especially
taxation and education. Besides Hong Kong, Dr. Cheng is also admitted to
practise as a solicitor in England and Wales; State of Victoria, Australia and
Singapore. He is also a Notary Public, China-Appointed Attesting Officer and
an independent non-executive director of a number of companies whose
shares are listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong.

Amidst his remarkable achievements as a professional, Dr. Cheng has
not lost sight of his devotion to serve the community. His public service
appointments span the areas of politics, law, business and finance,
education, the arts, as well as livelihood concerns of the ordinary citizen.
Dr. Moses CHENG Mo-Chi, GBM, GBS, JP
Dr. Cheng served as an appointed member of the Legislative Council
Member of the Board of Governors
between 1991-1995, the Chairman of the Council and Court of Hong Kong
Baptist University (1997-2006), the Chairman of the Education Commission (2009-2015), the Chairman of
the Board of Education (1996-2002), the Chairman of the Listing Committee of the Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong (2005-2006) and also an independent non-executive director of the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing
Limited (2006-2012). He was the founder chairman of Opera Hong Kong and also the founder chairman of
The Hong Kong Institute of Directors of which he is now the Honorary President and Chairman Emeritus.
Currently, Dr. Cheng is Chairman of the Insurance Authority, the Process Review Panel for the Securities
and Futures Commission, the Ma Wan Park Advisory Committee, Member of Board of Governors and Council
Chairman of the Hang Seng Management College and also Member of the Board of Governors of HKBU
Foundation. Dr. Cheng is also the Chancellor of the Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui (the Anglican Church of
Hong Kong), a director of the HKSKH Welfare Council Limited, the Chairman of the Council of the St. Paul’s
Co-educational College, a council member of the Diocesan Boys’ School and the St. Stephen’s College, and a
permanent member of the Vestry of the HKSKH St. Paul’s Church. Dr. Cheng had also served as the District
Governor of Rotary International District 3450 (HK and Macau) and honorary legal advisors to a number of
NGOs and charitable organizations.
In recognition of his many services and contributions to Hong Kong, Dr. Cheng was awarded the OBE by Her
Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom in 1997, the Gold Bauhinia Star by the HKSAR government in 2003,
and the Grand Bauhinia Medal in 2016. He was made an honorary fellow by the University of Hong Kong in
2003. In 2007, Dr. Cheng was honoured by the Hong Kong Baptist University with the degree of Doctor of
Laws, Honoris Causa and an honorary fellow by CPA Australia. In 2008, Dr. Cheng was also honoured by the
Lingnan University of Hong Kong with the degree of Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa. In 2013, Dr. Cheng was
made an honorary Doctorate of Academy, Honoris Causa by the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts and
also an honorary fellow by the BNU ∙ HKBU United International College. In 2015, Dr Cheng was awarded as
the Honorary Fellow by the Hong Kong Institute of Volunteers.
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Three-tier Structure of the Prize
The Prize is governed and selected by a three-tier structure, comprising
the Prize Council, the Prize Recommendation Committee and the Selection
Panels of three Prize Categories.

Decide on the Awardees
(5 members)

Recommend the Awardees
(6 members)

Recommend a Shortlist of Nominees

Sustainability Prize

Welfare Betterment Prize

Positive Energy Prize

(5 members)

(5 members)

(5 members)

LUI Che Woo Prize | Annual Report 2017
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Prize Council
The Prize Council comprises five international personages and leaders. Dr. Lui Che
Woo is the Chairman of the Prize Council, which is responsible for the deliberation
and approval of the awardees recommended by the Prize Recommendation
Committee. Other members include the Hon. Tung Chee-hwa, Dr. Condoleezza
Rice, Dr. James D. Wolfensohn and Dr. Rowan Douglas Williams.

T

he Hon. Tung Chee-hwa is the Vice Chairman of the 13th National
Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
(CPPCC), People's Republic of China (PRC). He is the Founding Chairman
of the China-United States Exchange Foundation and Our Hong Kong
Foundation. Prior to these appointments, the Hon. Mr. Tung served as First
Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR),
People's Republic of China from July 1997 to March 2005.
As the First Chief Executive of HKSAR, the Hon. Mr. Tung presided in the
historical return of Hong Kong to China and successfully turned the "One
Country Two Systems" and "Hong Kong people governing Hong Kong" with
"high degree of autonomy" from a concept into an everyday reality.

The Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) is one of
the most important institutions of the PRC. Members of the CPPCC are
The Hon. TUNG Chee-hwa, GBM
made of distinguished former senior government officials, well known
Member of the Prize Council
professionals, outstanding academics, members of different political parties
and people from different religious and ethnic groups from all across China. Major responsibilities of the CPPCC
are to participate in the formulation and development of policies, to monitor the work of the Government and
to promote consultative democracy. It plays a key role in ensuring that the opinions from the public at large
are reflected to the Government, and that government policies are communicated to the people.
The China-United States Exchange Foundation is a non-profit organisation registered in Hong Kong and was
established in January 2008. The Hon. Mr. Tung is the Founding Chairman and is supported by friends in
Hong Kong, China and the United States. The mission of the Foundation is to promote understanding and
strengthening relationship between the US and China. This is being done by fostering open dialogue between
opinion leaders from governments, think tanks, academia, media and business communities of both countries.
Our Hong Kong Foundation is a non-profit organisation established in Hong Kong in 2014. Its mission is
to promote the long term and overall interests of Hong Kong through public policy research, analysis and
recommendations. Pooling local, Mainland and international talents, the Foundation studies Hong Kong’s
development needs, offering multidisciplinary public policy recommendations and solutions to foster social
cohesion, economic prosperity and sustainable development.
Born in 1937 in Shanghai, the Hon. Mr. Tung spent his childhood in Hong Kong. He had his education in the
United Kingdom, graduating at University of Liverpool with BSc in 1960. After that he lived and worked nine
years in the United States with General Electric and in the family business respectively. In 1969, the Hon.
Mr. Tung returned to Hong Kong to help run the family business. He had a successful and distinguished career
in business while at the same time served in various public sector and advisory positions in Hong Kong.
In 1997, he took on the position as the first Chief Executive of HKSAR. He was awarded a Grand Bauhinia
Medal (GBM), the HKSAR’s highest honour, in 2006.
The Hon. Mr. Tung is married to Betty Chiu Hung-ping. They have three children and nine grandchildren.
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D

r. Condoleezza Rice is currently the Denning Professor in Global
Business and the Economy at the Stanford Graduate School of
Business; the Thomas and Barbara Stephenson Senior Fellow on Public
Policy at the Hoover Institution; and a professor of Political Science at
Stanford University. From January 2005 to 2009, Dr. Rice served as the
66th United States Secretary of State, the second woman and first AfricanAmerican woman to hold the post. Prior to that, she served as an Assistant
to the President (George W. Bush) for National Security Affairs, the first
woman to hold the position.

Dr. Condoleezza RICE
Member of the Prize Council

Dr. Rice serves on various Boards and Committees including the Board
of Trustees of the Aspen Institute. She is currently a member of the
International Advisory Council of J.P. Morgan. Previously, Dr. Rice served
on the Boards of Charles Schwab Corporation, Chevron Corporation,
Transamerica and Hewlett-Packard, San Francisco Symphony and University
of Notre Dame.

Over the years, Dr. Rice received numerous honours and awards, honorary doctorates and fellowships including
State Honours from the Republic of Bulgaria, the Republic of Liberia and the Republic of Hungary in 2008. She
also won two of the highest academic honours from Stanford University: Walter J. Gores Award for Excellence
in Teaching in 1984 and School of Humanities and Sciences Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching in 1993.
Dr. Rice is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Rice has authored and co-authored many publications including No Higher Honor: A Memoir of My Years
in Washington (2011) and Extraordinary; Ordinary People: A Memoir of Family (2010); Germany Unified
and Europe Transformed: A Study in Statecraft (1995) with Philip Zelikow; The Gorbachev Era (1986) with
Alexander Dallin; and Uncertain Allegiance: The Soviet Union and the Czechoslovak Army (1984).
Dr. Rice holds a B.A. from the University of Denver and an M.A. from the University of Notre Dame. She earned
her Ph.D from the Graduate School of International Studies, University of Denver.

LUI Che Woo Prize | Annual Report 2017
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S

ir James D. Wolfensohn is Chairman of Wolfensohn & Company,
LLC. He was President of the World Bank Group from 1995 to
2005 and thereafter served for one year as Special Envoy for Gaza
disengagement for the Middle East Quartet, consisting of the United
Nations, the European Union, the United States and Russia.
Immediately prior to and again after his work in public service, Sir James
had a long and successful career in his own investment and advisory firm,
as well as leadership positions at financial firms in Sydney, London and
New York, including as Group Chief Executive of Schroders Ltd. in London.
He was a member of the Executive Committee of Salomon Brothers for
five years.

He is Chairman Emeritus of the Boards of Trustees of Carnegie Hall and the
Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, both organizations with which he
worked for decades. He is also Chairman Emeritus of the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, DC. He retired recently as
Chairman of the Citigroup International Advisory Board and he has been a
Sir James D. WOLFENSOHN
member and officer of many other commercial and eleemosynary boards
Member of the Prize Council
including the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation, the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute and the International Federation of Multiple Sclerosis.
Sir James is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences as well as a Member of the American
Philosophical Society. He is the recipient of many national and international medals and awards in recognition
of his public service and his support for the arts. These include a knighthood of the Order of the British Empire
(KBE), the Grand Cordon of the Order of the Rising Sun of Japan, the Commander's Cross of the Order of
Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany and the award of Officer of the Order of Australia (AO).
He holds a BA and LL.B from the University of Sydney and an MBA from the Harvard Graduate School of
Business. He was an officer in the Royal Australian Air Force and a member of the 1956 Australian Olympic
Team. He and his wife, Elaine, have three married children: Sara, Naomi, and Adam.

D

r. Rowan Douglas Williams became Master of Magdalene College
in 2013. He was educated at Dynevor Secondary Grammar
School in Swansea, he came up to Christ's College in 1968. He
studied for his doctorate at Christ Church and Wadham College
Oxford, working on the Russian Orthodox theologian Vladimir
Lossky. His career began as a lecturer at Mirfield, West Yorkshire
(1975-1977). He returned to Cambridge as Tutor and Director of
Studies at Westcott House. After ordination in Ely Cathedral, and
serving as Honorary Assistant Priest at St George's Chesterton, he
was appointed to a University lectureship in Divinity. In 1984 he
was elected a Fellow and Dean of Clare College. Then, still only 36,
he was back to Oxford as Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity for
six years, before becoming Bishop of Monmouth, and, from 2000,
Archbishop of Wales. He was awarded the Oxford higher degree
of Doctor of Divinity in 1989, and an honorary Doctor of Civil Law
degree in 2005; Cambridge followed in 2006 with an honorary
Doctor of Divinity. He holds honorary doctorates from considerably
more than a dozen other universities, from Durham to K U Leuven,
Dr. Rowan Douglas WILLIAMS
Toronto to Bonn. In 1990 he was elected a Fellow of the British
Member of the Prize Council
Academy. Dr. Williams is a noted poet and translator of poetry,
and, apart from Welsh, speaks or reads nine other languages. He learnt Russian in-order to read
the works of Dostoevsky in the original. This led to a book; he has also published studies of Arius,
Teresa of Avila, and Sergii Bulgakov, together with writings on a wide range of theological, historical
and political themes.
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Prize Recommendation Committee
The Prize Recommendation Committee comprises six world renowned academics or
top people of different disciplines. It is responsible for deciding a Specific Area of
Focus for each Prize Category every year; forming and supervising the Selection
Panels of each Prize Category; reviewing the proposal for award submitted by the
Selection Panels of three Prize Categories; and making recommendation of the
awardees to the Prize Council.

P

Professor Lawrence J. LAU
Chairman of the Prize Recommendation
Committee

rofessor Lawrence J. Lau received his B.S. degree (with Great
Distinction) in Physics from Stanford University in 1964 and his
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in Economics from the University of California
at Berkeley in 1966 and 1969 respectively. He joined the faculty of the
Department of Economics at Stanford University in 1966, becoming
Professor of Economics in 1976 and the first Kwoh-Ting Li Professor in
Economic Development at Stanford University in 1992. From 1992 to
1996, he served as a Co-Director of the Asia-Pacific Research Center
at Stanford University, and from 1997 to 1999, as the Director of the
Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research. He became Kwoh-Ting Li
Professor in Economic Development, Emeritus, upon his retirement from
Stanford University in 2006. From 2004 to 2010, Professor Lau served as
the Vice-Chancellor (President) of The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
From September 2010 to September 2014, he served as the Chairman
of CIC International (Hong Kong) Co., Limited. Since 2007, Professor Lau
has also been serving concurrently as Ralph and Claire Landau Professor
of Economics at The Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Professor Lau has been elected a Fellow of the Econometric Society, an Academician of Academia Sinica,
an Honorary Member of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and an Academician of the International
Eurasian Academy of Sciences. He has also been awarded the degree of Doctor of Social Sciences, honoris
causa, by the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology in 1999, the degrees of Doctor, honoris causa,
by Soka University and Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, by Waseda University in 2007, the degree of Doctor
of Management Sciences, honoris causa, by the National Central University, Taiwan, in 2010, the degree of
Doctor of Economics, honoris causa, by Fudan University in 2011, and the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris
causa, by the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2014.
Professor Lau is a member of the 12th National Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference and a Vice-Chairman of its Economics Subcommittee. In addition, he currently serves as a
Vice-Chairman of the China Centre for International Economic Exchanges, a Vice-Chairman of the China Science
Center of the International Eurasian Academy of Sciences, an Adviser to the National Bureau of Statistics of the
People's Republic of China, a member of the International Advisory Council of the China Development Bank, a
Member of the Exchange Fund Advisory Committee of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and Chairman of its
Governance Sub-Committee, a member of the Hong Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC) Belt and Road
Committee, Chairman of the Board of Directors of The Chinese University of Hong Kong (Shenzhen) Finance
Institute, a Vice-Chairman of Our Hong Kong Foundation, and a member of the Board of Directors of the
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange, Taipei. He also serves as an independent
non-executive director of AIA Group Limited, Hong Kong, CNOOC Limited, Hong Kong, Hysan Development
Company Limited, Hong Kong, and Far EasTone Telecommunications Co. Ltd., Taipei.
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P

rofessor Sir Colin Lucas graduated from the University of Oxford in
Modern History and has pursued a research career in French History.
He has worked at universities in the UK, France and North America.
He was Dean of Social Sciences at the University of Chicago and then
Master of Balliol College, Oxford. He was Vice-Chancellor of Oxford
University from 1997 to 2004, where he implemented significant reforms.
Subsequently, he was Chairman of the British Library and administered
the Rhodes Scholarships. He was a member of the Hong Kong University
Grants Committee (UGC) from 2002 to 2014. He has been a member
of numerous university advisory committees internationally and was a
Trustee of the Mellon Foundation. Knighted in 2002, he is also an Officer
of France’s Legion of Honour as well as holding Hong Kong’s BBS. He has
received honorary doctorates from universities around the world, including
Princeton, Peking and Oxford.

Professor Sir Colin LUCAS, BBS
Member of the Prize Recommendation
Committee

D

r. Mo Yan, a renowned contemporary Chinese writer, is currently the
Dean of the Literature Institute of the Chinese National Academy of
Arts. He is the first Chinese national to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature
in 2012. Born in 1956 into a peasant family in Shandong Province, China,
Dr. Mo Yan left school at the age of 11. In 1976, Dr. Mo Yan joined the
army and has assumed a teaching role. He also started writing where his
literary talent was first discovered. He left the army to work in Procuratorial
Daily in 1997.

Dr. MO Yan
Member of the Prize Recommendation
Committee

The release of Red Sorghum (1987) launched his career as a nationally
recognised novelist. Dr. Mo Yan’s major works include The Garlic Ballads
(1988); The Republic of Wine: A Novel (1993); Big Breasts and Wide
Hips (1995); Sandalwood Death (2001); Pow (2003); Life and Death are
Wearing Me Out (2006) and Frog (2009). His works have been translated
into over 40 languages, including English, German, French, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, Japanese and Korean etc.

Dr. Mo Yan is the recipient of numerous awards including Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres (the French Arts and Literature Knight Medal), Italy’s Nonino Prize, the Fukuoka Asian Culture
Prize of Japan, the Newman Prize for Chinese Literature, the Mao Dun Literature Prize and Korea’s Manhae
Literary Prize. He is a fellow of the Bavarian Academy of Fine Arts and an honorary member of the Modern
Language Association of America.
Dr. Mo Yan received his Master’s degree in Literature from Beijing Normal University in 1991. He has also
been awarded Honorary Doctorates from The Open University of Hong Kong, Fo Guang University of Taiwan,
Aix-Marseille University of France, Sofia University of Bulgaria, The City University of New York, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, University of Macau and Hong Kong Baptist University.
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D

r. Munroe-Blum is Chairperson of the Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board (CPPIB) and, Principal (President) Emerita of McGill University
where she served for over a decade and was the first woman to hold this
position. Prior to this, she was Vice-President (Research and International
Relations), the University of Toronto. She currently serves as Director, Royal
Bank of Canada and Chair of RBC's Corporate Governance Committee, as
Director of CGI Group, and, of the Gairdner Foundation, where she serves
as Vice-Chair of the Board. She is a Member of the Board of Stanford
University’s Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, and, the
Trilateral Commission. Some of the other corporate boards, Dr. Munroe-Blum
has served on include: Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, Alcan Inc., the
Canada Forum of Rio Tinto Alcan Inc., Yellow Media Inc. and Hydro One
(Ontario) as well as the boards of numerous not-for profit organizations.

Dr. Munroe-Blum is a distinguished academic leader and administrator and
an outstanding scholar in the fields of psychiatric epidemiology and public
policy. Holding a Doctor of Philosophy in Epidemiology (with distinction),
she is the recipient of numerous Canadian and international awards and
honorary degrees in recognition of her leadership in health, research,
science and innovation, higher education, and governance. She has extensive experience in risk management,
finance, governance, human resources and talent development, international business and technology
development. Dr. Munroe-Blum is an Officer of the Order of Canada, Officer of the Order of Quebec, and a
Specially Elected Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.

Dr. Heather MUNROE-BLUM, OC, OQ,
PhD, FRSC
Member of the Prize Recommendation
Committee

P

rofessor Andrew Chi-chih Yao was born in Shanghai, China and
grew up in Taiwan. He received a Bachelor of Science in Physics in
1967 from National Taiwan University, a doctorate degree in Physics
from Harvard University in 1972, and another one in Computer Science
from the University of Illinois in 1975. From 1975 onward, Professor Yao
served on the faculty at MIT, Stanford, UC Berkeley and, during 1986 –
2004, at Princeton University as William and Edna Macaleer Professor
of Engineering and Applied Science. In 2004, he left Princeton to join
Tsinghua University in Beijing. He is currently the Dean of IIIS (Institute
for Interdisciplinary Information Sciences) at Tsinghua. He is also a
Distinguished Professor-at-Large at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Professor Andrew YAO
Member of the Prize Recommendation
Committee

At Tsinghua University, Professor Yao founded IIIS and built it into a
world-renowned interdisciplinary research center, including a cutting-edge
quantum computing laboratory. The elite undergraduate programme
started by Professor Yao in 2005 (fondly nicknamed the “Yao Class” by
students) has produced outstanding graduates in computer science, eagerly
sought after by first-rate graduate schools everywhere.

Professor Yao’s research interests are in the theory of computation and its applications, including cryptography,
communication and quantum computing. He is recipient of the prestigious A.M. Turing Award in year 2000 for
his groundbreaking contributions to the theory of computation. He has also received numerous other honours
and awards, including the George Polya Prize (1987), the Donald E. Knuth Prize (1996), and honorary degrees
from the City University of Hong Kong (2003), the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (2004), the
Chinese University of Hong Kong (2006), the University of Waterloo (2009), the University of Macau (2012),
and the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (2014). He is a member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and
foreign member of the US National Academy of Sciences, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
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P

rofessor Wen-hsin Yeh is the Richard H. and Laurie C. Morrison Chair
Professor in History and Senior Faculty China Adviser to the Chancellor
at the University of California, Berkeley. From 2007 to 2013, she was the
Director at the University’s Institute of East Asian Studies and National
Resource Center, East Asia. From 1994 to 2000, she was the Chair at
the University’s Center for Chinese Studies and has been serving on the
Center’s Executive Committee since 2008.

Professor Wen-hsin YEH
Member of the Prize Recommendation
Committee

Since 1996, Professor Yeh has directed over a dozen multiple-year research
projects in modern Chinese and East Asian Studies, with funding support
from governments and foundations, and authored several books, dozens
of essays and chapters, and many edited volumes. She has supervised
to completion about 150 doctoral dissertations, MA theses, and senior
theses in the fields of modern Chinese history, literature, anthropology,
sociology, art history, political science, journalism and Asian Studies. She
is also Honorary Researcher and/or Professor at the Shanghai Academy of
Social Sciences, Peking University and Fujian Normal University. She is a
recognised authority on modern Chinese universities and urban professions.

She advised on academic policies and served on programme, personnel, prize, award, and/or editorial boards
of institutions including the British Academy, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Academy of
Korean Studies, Taiwan’s Ministry of Education, Harvard University, Stanford University, Cambridge University,
University of British Columbia, University of Sydney, Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Studies and so forth.
Professor Yeh served as prize committee chair, board director and/or council member in the Association for
Asian Studies, American Historical Association, World Affairs Council of Northern California, Asian Art Museum,
San Francisco and Berkeley Art Museum. She is the Founder and Co-Editor of the journal, Cross-Currents:
East Asian Review of Culture and History.
Professor Yeh received her Bachelor’s degree from the National Taiwan University and Master’s degree from
the University of Southern California. She received her doctorate degree from the University of California,
Berkeley in 1984.
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2017 Selection Panels
The Selection Panel of each Prize Category comprises five internationally renowned
academics or experts of that discipline/field. The Selection Panel of each Prize
Category is responsible for the assessment of nominations and the submission
of the proposal for award of each Prize Category to the Prize Recommendation
Committee.

2017 Selection Panel members of the Sustainability Prize
Specific Area of Focus: Prevention of Climate Change
Professor Paul ALIVISATOS
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost
University of California, Berkeley

Professor Tony F. CHAN
President
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Professor Joanna D. HAIGH
Professor of Atmospheric Physics;
Co-Director of the Grantham Institute;
Grantham Institute – Climate Change and the Environment & Department of Physics
Imperial College London

Ms. Connie HEDEGAARD
Chairman, KR Foundation;
Chairman, OECD's Round Table on Sustainable Development

Professor XU Guanhua
Former Minister
Ministry of Science and Technology, People’s Republic of China
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2017 Selection Panel members of the Welfare Betterment Prize
Specific Area of Focus: Alleviation of Poverty
Professor Edward K. Y. CHEN
Chairman
HKU SPACE (School of Professional and Continuing Education)

Professor Jody HEYMANN
Dean
University of California, Los Angeles,
Fielding School of Public Health

Professor Julian MAY
Director
DST-NRF Centre of Excellence in Food Security
University of the Western Cape

Mr. Michael MENDELSON
Chair
Environics Institute for Survey Research

Professor XU Ningsheng
President
Fudan University
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2017 Selection Panel members of the Positive Energy Prize
Specific Area of Focus: Promotion of Harmony among Diverse Groups
Dr. Martha CRAGO
Vice Principal (Research and Innovation)
McGill University

Professor the Hon Gareth EVANS
Chancellor
Australian National University

Professor Ambrose Yeo-chi KING
Emeritus Professor in Sociology
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Mr. Curtis KOHLHAAS
Chief Development Officer
The Carter Center

The Hon. Stephen LAM Sui-lung
Former Chief Secretary for Administration
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
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Eligibility of Nominees
▪

Individual nominees must be living on the date of their nomination. If an individual dies after the
announcement of his or her Prize but before he or she has received the Prize, then the LUI Che Woo
Prize may be presented posthumously to his or her estate.

•

Each nomination will be considered, and each Prize will be awarded, regardless of an individual’s age,
gender, race, sexual orientation, disability, nationality, religion or belief or, in the case of an organisation,
its place of establishment.

•

Directors and officers of the Prize Company, members of its Prize Council, Prize Recommendation
Committee and Selection Panels are not eligible to receive the LUI Che Woo Prize.

Nomination and Selection Process
Nomination Process
•

Only invited nominations will be accepted; uninvited nominations and self-nominations are ineligible.

•

Nominators must decide which Prize Category is the most suitable for the nominees.

•

Nominations of candidates must include all information required by the nomination documents provided
by the Prize Company.

•

A nomination is valid only if it is received by the Prize Company on or before the deadline.

•

There is no entry fee.

•

The Prize Company may use any intellectual property contained in a nomination application for the
purposes of assessing nominations and awarding Prizes.

Selection Process
▪

22

Prize awardees are selected after a three-stage review process:
o

One of the three Selection Panels will assess the nominations received in each Prize Category,
with assistance from experts in the relevant fields as required. Each Selection Panel will
recommend to the Prize Recommendation Committee a shortlist of nominees in its Prize Category.

o

The Prize Recommendation Committee will consider the nominations submitted to it by the
Selection Panels.

o

The Prize Council will consider the Prize Recommendation Committee’s recommendations.

•

The Prize Council may not necessarily recommend a nominee in respect of the specific area of focus of
a Prize Category, but can recommend an outstanding nominee with achievements and contributions in
the Prize Category generally.

•

The decision of the Prize Council will be final and the Prize Company will endorse the Prize Council’s
decision.

•

No feedback on nominations will be given by the Prize Company.
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Logo and Trophy Design
Logo

T

he overall design and creative concept of LUI Che Woo Prize logo
is based on the ancient Chinese cosmological concept of “Round
Sky, Square Earth”. The concept is from Zhou Bi Suan Jing, an ancient
masterpiece of mathematics and astronomy in Chinese history. Ancient
Chinese believed that the sky was round and the Earth was square, and
that the combination of these two creates the world that we live in. It is
the oldest cosmology in the Chinese culture and this concept symbolises
the harmonious lifestyle pursued by the Chinese – “The philosophy of
square and round”.

The philosophy of “square and round” is from Daode Jing. “Square”
symbolises the way a person handles issues in life – holding on to
one’s own principles, having integrity, and a sense of justice. “Round”
symbolises the way a person treats others – being generous, considerate, and having the flexibility to accept
differences. The great wisdom of life is to combine “square” and “round”, and the intelligence of living lies in
achieving harmony and balance between the two.

T

he Chinese calligraphy in the logo of the LUI Che Woo Prize is written by Dr. Lui Che Woo, further illustrating
Dr. Lui’s emphasis on the Prize. The Buddhist Pine, characterised by longevity, elegance and resistance to
cold weather, in the logo symbolises sustainability, virtue and vitality, which corresponds well with the three
objectives of the LUI Che Woo Prize: Sustainable development of the world, Betterment of the welfare of
mankind and Promotion of positive life attitude and enhancement of positive energy.

Trophy

The front of the Sustainability Prize, Welfare
Betterment Prize and Positive Energy Prize trophies.

The back of the trophy.

T

he trophy reflects the concept of “Round Sky, Square Earth” not only in its physical design, but even
more importantly by echoing the philosophy of the founder, Dr. Lui Che Woo. Dr. Lui is generous, earnest
and sticks to his own principles, fully exemplifying the “philosophy of square and round”. At the front of the
trophy is the amiable and kind smiling face of Dr. Lui, expressing his joy and gratification over the launch
of LUI Che Woo Prize, as if sowing a seed of benevolence in the world. The back of it is the Buddhist Pine
(Podocarpus macrophyllus) embedded in the Prize logo. The Buddhist Pine is a symbol of longevity, virtue
and vitality that corresponds to the objectives and vision of the LUI Che Woo Prize – to create a harmonious
world with positive energy.
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2017 Specific Areas of Focus and
Laureate Introduction
2017 Specific Areas of Focus

Prize Category 1:
Sustainable development of the world
(Sustainability Prize)

Specific Area of Focus:
Prevention of Climate Change

Prize Category 2:
Betterment of the welfare of mankind
(Welfare Betterment Prize)

Specific Area of Focus:
Alleviation of Poverty

Prize Category 3:
Promotion of positive life attitude and enhancement
of positive energy
(Positive Energy Prize)

Specific Area of Focus:
Promotion of Harmony among Diverse Groups

24
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Laureate Introduction
Sustainability Prize Laureate
XIE Zhenhua

“M

r. Xie Zhenhua is awarded the Sustainability Prize for his crucial
role in championing international negotiations, culminating in the
successful conclusion of the Paris Agreement in 2015, and his efforts in
leading and promoting the prevention of climate change within China,
thus becoming a model for other developing economies. Mr. Xie has made
remarkable contributions to the prevention of climate change.”

Xie Zhenhua, born in November, 1949 in Tianjin, graduated from the Department of Engineering Physics,
Tsinghua University in 1977 and got his Master’s Degree of Law from the Department of Environmental Law,
Wuhan University in 1991.
He has worked in the field of environmental protection since 1982. From 1993, he successively held the posts
of Administrator of National Environmental Protection Agency, Minister of the State Environmental Protection
Administration, and Vice Chairman (Minister level) of the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC) of China. He assumed the post of Vice Chairman for the Committee of Environmental Protection of
the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) in March 2015 and Special Representative for
Climate Change Affairs of China in April 2015.
Mr. Xie Zhenhua has long been responsible for environmental protection, resource conservation, energy
conservation, emission reduction, and climate change, and has thus made great contributions to green,
low-carbon, sustainable development and construction in China. His work has affected positive change for
climate governance in many parts of the globe.
He has been the Head of Chinese delegation to the UN Climate Conferences for 10 consecutive years since
2007, and facilitated a series of successful outcomes in multilateral climate change negotiations. Under
Mr. Xie’s relentless efforts, the Chinese negotiation team has constructive dialogue and cooperated with many
Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change such as the United States, the European Union,
France, India, Brazil and South Africa; and played a prominent role in bringing the Paris Agreement to fruition.
He has also promoted concrete cooperation in the fields of energy conservation, emission reduction and green
and low-carbon development between China and over 30 countries, regions and international organisations;
also facilitating the Chinese government to train more than 1,000 officials and technicians working in the field
of tackling climate change in over 100 developing countries.
Mr. Xie Zhenhua received the GEF Global Environment Leadership Award in 2002; the UNEP Sasakawa
Environment Prize (the highest prize for environment protection in the UN system) and the World Bank Green
Award in 2003; the Alliance to Save Energy - Energy Efficiency Visionary Award in 2009; and was listed in
WWF’s “Leaders for a Living Planet” in 2015.
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Welfare Betterment Prize Laureate
Landesa

“L

andesa is awarded the Welfare Betterment Prize for its
promotion of the idea of “land to the tiller” and its success
in securing land rights for over 120 million of the world’s poorest
families in more than 50 countries over the past 50 years. Landesa
has made outstanding contributions to the alleviation of poverty
by embracing the concept of ‘helping people to help themselves’.”

Landesa is an international non-governmental organisation that fights poverty and provides opportunity and
security for poor rural women, men, and communities through the power of land rights. Throughout the
developing world, insecure land rights are a foundational cause of extreme poverty, food insecurity, gender
inequality, conflict, environmental destruction, and sluggish economic growth. More than one billion poor rural
people around the world currently lack legal rights over the land on which they depend to survive. Landesa
partners with governments and civil society to help develop pro-poor and gender-sensitive laws, policies
and programmes that strengthen land rights. Landesa land rights experts work shoulder to shoulder with
government officials, local leaders and rural residents to develop scalable, practical, innovative solutions to
strengthen land rights and land tenure systems.
Landesa’s work combines policy guidance at the global, regional, and national levels with programme
implementation at the local level to put land rights into the hands of the people who need them most. Landesa
is committed to helping achieve these outcomes through systemic change and an emphasis on gender equality.
Founded in Seattle, Landesa has partnered with governments to help secure land rights for more than
120 million families in over 50 countries. In 2015, Landesa was awarded the Hilton Humanitarian Prize, in
recognition of Landesa’s extraordinary contributions to alleviating human suffering. Landesa currently has
active projects in India, Myanmar, China, Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya, Liberia, Tanzania, Malawi, and Mozambique.
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Positive Energy Prize Laureate
International Paralympic Committee

“T

he International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is awarded the
Positive Energy Prize for its outstanding work in proactively
encouraging Para athletes in celebration and competitive
participation in sports, offering hope to people with an impairment,
and changing society’s long-held biases towards them. The IPC has
successfully promoted harmony among diverse groups and radiated
positive energy around the globe.”

As the global governing body of the Paralympic Movement, the International Paralympic Committee (IPC)
aspires to make a more inclusive society for people with an impairment through Para sport.
Founded in Dusseldorf, Germany, in 1989 as an international non-profit organisation, the IPC is now based in
Bonn, Germany, employing around 100 people.
The IPC executes and leads the direction of the Paralympic Movement, a global network of individuals and
organisations brought together through their commitment to provide sporting opportunities for all Para athletes
in the belief that this will contribute to a better world with equal opportunities for all.
The IPC’s vision is to enable Para athletes to achieve sporting excellence and inspire and excite the world. In
trying to achieve this vision, the IPC and Paralympic Movement has adopted and follows four athlete focused
values: courage, determination, equality and inspiration.
As part of the IPC’s role, it supervises the organisation of the Paralympic Games and Paralympic Winter
Games. In recent years the Paralympic Games have developed into the world’s number one sporting event
for driving social inclusion. Watched by millions of spectators and billions of TV viewers around the world, the
performances of Para athletes have acted as a catalyst to change attitudes and perceptions of people who
are differently abled.
The IPC also serves as the International Federation for 10 sports, for which it supervises and co-ordinates
World Championships and other competitions.
Launched in 2012, the Agitos Foundation is the IPC’s development division and has become the leading global
organisation for developing Para sport as a tool for changing lives and contributing to an inclusive society for all.
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Speech by Dr. Lui Che Woo
LUI Che Woo Prize – Prize for World Civilisation
Prize Presentation Ceremony cum Gala Dinner
Date: 3 October 2017 (Tuesday)
Time: 7:00 pm
Venue: Grand Hall, Level 3, Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre

T

he Honourable Tung Chee-hwa, Vice Chairman of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference; Mrs. Carrie Lam, the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region; Dr. Tan Tieniu, Vice Minister of Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government
in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region; Mr. Hu Jianzhong, Deputy Commissioner of the Office
of the Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region;
distinguished guests, and esteemed journalists.
Firstly, I would like to thank you for taking time out of your busy schedules to attend this evening’s “LUI Che
Woo Prize – Prize for World Civilisation” cum Prize Presentation Ceremony.
I am delighted to be gathered here with so many people from different countries, all of whom have worked
hard to promote the development of world civilisation. Together, we shall witness the award’s most significant
moment.
Most notably, it is our honour to have the three LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 laureates and their representatives
attending in person tonight to accept the Prize, and receive everyone’s heartfelt congratulations. Let us
welcome them with a warm round of applause.
Tomorrow is the Mid-Autumn Festival, a traditional Chinese festival that adds further significance to tonight’s
ceremony. The Mid-Autumn Festival signifies the meanings of “gratitude”, “reunion” and “harmony” which are
consistent with the LUI Che Woo Prize’s spirit.
The LUI Che Woo Prize aims to promote harmony as a core value, break boundaries between nations,
ethnicities and religions; and promote global collaboration. Together, we aim to discover the best examples
for the betterment of the welfare of mankind and sustainable development of the world, encourage a positive
life attitude and be filled with inspiring positive energy.
I believe that, in our hearts, if we cherish all things, respect and understand for each other, and appreciate
our well-being in harmony, we will be able to find spiritual satisfaction and happiness from within.
The three laureates of the 2nd LUI Che Woo Prize come from different countries, and are role models in their
respective fields. They have worked tirelessly to build a better tomorrow for mankind. Not only have they
promoted the development of world civilisation, but they also fully embody the essences of “gratitude”,
“reunion” and “harmony”.
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Without further ado, let me introduce the three very deserving laureates of this year’s LUI Che Woo Prize:
Mr. Xie Zhenhua is awarded the Sustainability Prize for his crucial role in championing international negotiations,
culminating in the successful conclusion of the Paris Agreement in 2015. His efforts in leading and promoting
the prevention of climate change within China has made the country become a role model for other developing
economies. Mr. Xie has shown his “gratitude” to mother nature through his dedicated work and achievements
in climate change. I sincerely thank him for his remarkable contributions to the prevention of climate change.
Landesa is awarded the Welfare Betterment Prize. Landesa is an international non-governmental organisation
that promotes the idea of “land to the tiller” in developing countries. Over the past 50 years, it has succeeded
in securing land rights for over 120 million of the world’s poorest families in more than 50 countries. Landesa’s
work has positively impacted the lives of countless families in extreme poverty, who are now truly able to
experience the joy of “reunion” and thus possible to create bliss and wisdom in their lives. I sincerely thank
Landesa for their remarkable contributions to the alleviation of poverty.
The International Paralympic Committee (“IPC”) is awarded the Positive Energy Prize for its outstanding work
in proactively encouraging Para athletes in celebration and competitive participation in sports, offering hope to
people with an impairment, and changing society’s long-held biases towards them. The IPC has successfully
fostered “harmony” among diverse groups, while bringing further happiness into the world. I would like to
sincerely thank the IPC for their tremendous contribution to promoting the enhancement of positive energy.
Going forward, I anticipate that future laureates of the LUI Che Woo Prize, with their inspiring stories, will
also serve as role models in their respective fields. We have already sent invitations to over 1,000 nominators
inviting them to submit nominations for the LUI Che Woo Prize 2018. I would like to take this opportunity to
encourage the nominators to actively participate in the nominations of the LUI Che Woo Prize 2018, sending
more positive messages to benefit people all over the world.
Finally, I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the contributions of the Board of Governors and the
entire three-tier structured adjudication faction of the Prize.
The LUI Che Woo Prize is closely connected to our daily lives. Our team will continue to practise the spirit of
the LUI Che Woo Prize – meanwhile, we hope to have your continued support going forward, and encourage
you to share your thoughts and ideas with us. Only then can the seed of positivity continue to grow sustainably
in our life-long mission to build a caring and loving world.
I wish you all have a happy Mid-Autumn Festival. Let us rejoice in the full moon’s glow, and unite as one.
Thank you!
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The Sustainability Prize Laureate
XIE Zhenhua
Citation read by Professor Sir Colin
Lucas, BBS, member of the Prize
Recommendation Committee

X

ie Zhenhua is awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in the Sustainability category, with the Specific
Area of Focus on “Prevention of Climate Change”.

Mr. Xie Zhenhua contributed to the “prevention of climate change” in two important aspects: first, in leading
and promoting China’s own domestic efforts; and second, in championing and promoting international action
on climate change, culminating in the successful conclusion of the Paris Agreement in 2015.
On the first aspect, since 1993, Mr. Xie has successively led the efforts of the State Environmental Protection
Agency (later the State Environmental Administration) and the National Development and Reform Commission
in environmental protection, energy conservation and pollution reduction. Given the significance of China, the
policies he devised, advocated and implemented have had an enormous impact on the prevention of global
climate change as well as served as models for other developing economies.
On the second aspect, Mr. Xie was absolutely crucial to the success of international negotiations leading to the
Paris Agreement of December 2015, which required the unanimous approval of all 195 participating countries
and regions. Through his patient and intelligent efforts, Mr. Xie successfully convinced the governments of both
China and the U.S., the two largest economies and largest emitters of greenhouse gases, to work together and
the smaller developing economies to go along. While the Paris Agreement cannot be attributed to any single
individual, few can be identified as having as decisive and important an influence as Mr. Xie.
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Speech by Mr. Xie Zhenhua

D

r. Lui Che Woo, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen,

I am deeply honoured to receive the Sustainability Prize of the LUI Che Woo Prize this year. It is not only a
great encouragement to me, but also a recognition of our country’s long-term efforts and achievements in
managing both national and international climatic issues, transforming the challenge of climate change to
an opportunity for sustainable development, and promoting green and low-carbon development. The prize is
also an appreciation of China’s contribution in achieving the Paris Agreement. I want to take this opportunity
to extend my heartfelt thanks to my country and our leaders for entrusting me with such an important task;
and to the China team who works on energy saving, emission reduction and climate change issues, for their
efforts in facilitating the progress in national and international climate governance. I am also thankful to fellows
working all over the world who strive towards the same goal; to all enterprises, organisations and public from
different countries that care about climate change and work together to take global climate governance and
green, low-carbon development to a new level. In particular, I would like to express my profound gratitude to
Dr. Lui Che Woo and the Prize Council for granting me such an honourable award. I feel so blessed to have
my family’s support and understanding throughout all these years, enabling me to proceed in my work.
Having worked in the fields of environmental protection, energy conservation, emission reduction and climate
change prevention for 35 years, within which I have been appointed as China’s chief negotiator at the United
Nations Climate Change Conferences for 10 consecutive years. I experienced first-hand in the evolution of
of ecology and environmental protection, sustainable development and ecological civilization development in
our country from concept to application. My team and I participated directly in the progress of global climate
governance amidst twists and turns, and witnessed the historic moment of the Paris Agreement coming to
fruition. I feel privileged and proud to be a part of the great work. It is great honour of my life to be able to
work for the betterment of mankind and upcoming generations.
Receiving the LUI Che Woo Prize would further drive me forward. I will continue to give my best efforts in
the implementation of the Paris Agreement and the realisation of global sustainable development, which
are immense tasks. To heighten the spirit of the Prize, I will donate the entire cash award to the Tsinghua
University Education Foundation to support and promote climate change prevention and ecological civilization
development, and to continue its contribution in sustainable development and the well-being of our future
generations.
Thank you.
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The Welfare Betterment Prize Laureate
Landesa
Citation read by Professor
Wen-hsin Yeh, member of the Prize
Recommendation Committee

L

andesa is awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in the Welfare Betterment category, with the Specific
Area of Focus on “Alleviation of Poverty”.

Landesa promotes the idea of “land to the tiller” through partnering with governments and civil society
organisations in developing countries and using laws and policies as systemic tools to help the rural poor gain
secure land rights. To date, after 50 years of steadfast efforts, it has succeeded in securing land rights for
more than 120 million of the world’s poorest families in over 50 countries through peaceful means. For rural
women and men, ownership of their land is the critical first step to achieving economic independence and
escaping poverty.
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Speech by Mr. Chris Jochnick, President
and CEO of Landesa

T

hank you Dr. Lui Che Woo, the Selection Panel, the Prize Recommendation Committee, the Prize
Council, and special guests.

On behalf of Landesa, I am honoured to accept the Welfare Betterment Prize of the LUI Che Woo Prize.
The LUI Che Woo Prize is unique among the world’s top philanthropic honours in that it recognises three key
levers by which we can improve the world:
•
•
•

Spreading sustainable development
Improving welfare for humankind
Promoting positive attitudes

Although Landesa is receiving the Prize specifically for its work on poverty alleviation in the “betterment of
the welfare of mankind” category, we think that work on land rights – our focus – actually spans all three of
the Prize’s noble objectives.
We can see the connection between land rights and poverty alleviation most clearly in China’s remarkable
development. For the last 30 years, Landesa has been working closely with China’s central government in
Beijing as they have undertaken historic legal and policy reforms that have sparked and sustained the largest
poverty alleviation effort in the history of our planet.
The foundation of China’s programme was providing farmers with stronger rights to the land they farmed.
We know that when farmers have long-term secure rights to their land, they invest in the land to improve
their harvests and their lives. This not only bolsters food security, it lifts incomes, and it promotes economic
growth and social stability.
We have seen this play out in village after village across China.
Land rights have sparked inclusive economic development not only in China, but also in Japan and South Korea.
After World War II, both countries launched land reform programmes that helped create these tiger economies.
Secure land rights give farmers and communities a longer horizon. Instead of thinking about a single season,
or minimising inputs to maximise short-term returns, rural men, women and communities with secure rights
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to land take a long-term view. They plant orchards and preserve trees. They use land and forests more
sustainably and productively. They nurture the soil, and they protect their water supply. They do this because
land rights have connected their destiny with the health of their land and forests.
In this way, land rights serve as a key foundation for sustainable development – which is one of the categories
of the LUI Che Woo Prize.
We see this impact in our work all over the world from Myanmar to Tanzania to Brazil.
Lastly, I want to highlight the third category of the Prize – an issue greatly underappreciated in the global
development space: the importance of a positive attitude.
When I travel through India, where Landesa has worked for more than two decades, and meet some of the
hundreds of thousands of formerly destitute and landless women who have received secure rights to a small
plot of land, they often say, “Now that I am a landowner, I am somebody. I can hold my head up high.” As
landowners, these women gain new influence and voice within their families and communities.
In this way, strengthening land rights is transformational: Secure rights to land changes how we view ourselves,
and changes our relationship with our community and our government.
Decades ago, Professor Roy Prosterman started his land reform career not far from here, helping the
government of Vietnam develop a programme that gave 1 million farmers land rights. There is still much
work to be done to strengthen land rights around the world. There are hundreds of millions of women and
men without secure rights to land, without the opportunity and incentive to invest in and protect their land
and without the confidence to hold their heads high. Grateful for the wonderful support of Dr. Lui Che Woo, I
invite the rest of you to join a growing movement around land rights to change the world.
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The Positive Energy Prize Laureate
International Paralympic Committee

Citation read by Professor Lawrence
J. Lau, Chairman of the Prize
Recommendation Committee

T

he International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in the Positive Energy
category, with the Specific Area of Focus on “Promotion of Harmony among Diverse Groups”.

The IPC has had a tremendous positive impact by bringing together Para athletes from around the
world in celebration and competitive participation in sports. In doing so it has helped to change
long-held biases towards people with an impairment and made the Paralympic Games a symbol of
social inclusion and awareness.
Founded in 1989, the IPC has transformed itself from a small disability sports organisation into one
of the world’s most widely respected sport organisations, making the Paralympic Games comparable
to the Olympic Games. It is able to feature the world’s best Para athletes, who have gone on to
become global heroes. Its work has resulted in massive infrastructure improvements for people with
an impairment, substantially increased funding for Paralympic sports, and major improvements in
athlete training and performance.
The IPC and the Paralympic Movement have inspired and offered hope to so many, making what
was once perceived as “impossible” possible, and in so doing generated enormous positive energy.
Over the years, the Paralympic Games have dissolved barriers, making for a more inclusive society
through achievement and excellence in sports, and celebrating the triumph of the human spirit over
adversity and challenges.
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Speech by Sir Philip Craven, Former
President of the International Paralympic
Committee

O

n behalf of the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) and the Paralympic Movement, I would like to
say what an absolute honour it is to receive the LUI Che Woo Prize – Prize for World Civilisation.

I would like to thank the Founder and Chairman Dr. Lui Che Woo together with all other Prize Council members
for recognising and believing in the work of the IPC.
To receive this prestigious award is testament to the work of the IPC and every single person within the
Paralympic Movement, from volunteers to paid members of staff. It also provides further credibility to the
achievements of Para athletes who inspire and excite the world through their outstanding performances.
At the IPC we aspire to make for a more inclusive society through Para sport. We are also firm believers that
societal change can only occur when masses of people are inspired by positive experiences.
Therefore, we have tried to create more positive experiences in order to change long held biases and attitudes
towards the world’s largest minority group.
Through outstanding teamwork between internal and external stakeholders, we have broadened the reach
of the Paralympic Games, grown Para sport events and increased awareness and knowledge of what we do.
Consequently the Paralympic Movement’s transformational impact on society has grown exponentially.
Today the Paralympics are one of the world’s biggest sporting events; only the Olympics and FIFA World Cup
attract more spectators. More importantly the Games are now the world’s number one sport event for driving
social inclusion.
Staging the Paralympics now puts the issues of accessibility and inclusion firmly on a host government’s
agenda, acting as a catalyst to massive infrastructure improvements and the passing of new laws.
By working with our members to grow the size and scale of the Paralympic Movement, the performances of Para
athletes are now world class and observed by increasing numbers of TV and online viewers around the world.
Today when watching Para sport, you cannot help but be in awe at a sprinter with one leg running 100m in
10.6 seconds or a swimmer with no arms completing the 50m freestyle in less than 30 seconds. It is sport at
its very best and it is sport that is triggering seismic attitudinal shifts.
With billions around the world now seeing Para athletes routinely making the impossible possible, Para sport
is switching the focus away from what a person cannot do to what they can.
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To finish, I would just want to say how proud I am of what the IPC and Paralympic Movement has achieved to
date. The IPC is no longer seen as a disability organisation but a hugely respected and credible international
sports organisation that has enriched the lives of millions around the world. Thanks to this prize we can do
even more to show to the world that with positive energy absolutely anything is possible in life.
On behalf of the IPC, the Paralympic Movement, Para athletes and the one billion people with an impairment
around the world, thank you Dr. Lui Che Woo for this fantastic honour.
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Laureate Public Lectures
The three selected laureates were a group of exemplary role models in their
respective areas of expertise. Each of them delivered a public lecture in
cooperation with local universities after the Prize Presentation Ceremony to
share their unique experience of working for the good of world civilisation,
further demonstrating the spirit of the LUI Che Woo Prize.

Sustainability Prize Laureate Public Lecture
Public Lecture Date: 4 Oct 2017
Lecture Topic: Steadfast Confidence, Active Promotion of Global Climate Governance
Keynote Speaker: Mr. Xie Zhenhua
Joint Organiser: The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Opening Remarks: Professor Joseph Sung, Vice-Chancellor and President of The Chinese University of
Hong Kong

M

r. Xie Zhenhua focused on the issue of climate change, particularly
on its impact affecting the survival and development of people
worldwide. He pointed out that China, as a major developing country,
will continue to proactively address climate change and contribute
more to green and low-carbon development – for the betterment of the
nation, and as a responsible role model within the global community.
A number of concrete developments in China have been found relating
to decreased CO2 emissions per unit of GDP, increased forest carbon
stocks, electric vehicles, circular economy, and more, for example, coal
in energy consumption decreased from 72% to 64%, while the use of
non-fossil fuels increased from 7.4% to 12%.

Mr. Xie Zhenhua, the Sustainability Prize
Laureate of LUI Che Woo Prize – Prize
for World Civilisation 2017.

Talking about the significance of global collaboration in this aspect, Mr. Xie
emphasized on the importance of the Paris Agreement, which marks
a milestone in global climate governance. He recalled the challenges
overcome during the negotiation of the Agreement, mentioning that
reflecting the principle of equity and common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities, in the light of different
national circumstances and respecting the openness, inclusiveness and
From left: Professor Joseph Sung,
Party-driven multilateral process, as well as negotiating with fantastic
Dr. Rebecca Lee, Mr. Xie Zhenhua and
Mr. Shun Chi-ming.
diplomatic skills were keys to the successful outcome. Optimistic
and confident about the Agreement which opens up a new path to
low-carbon and green development, he believes that it will be a guiding force for many nations to achieve
sustainable economic development while helping to combat climate change. And particularly, it is irreversible
that the global momentum for addressing climate change and achieving sustainable development.
Mr. Xie pointed out that there is still a lot of work to be done to deal with climate change when concluding
his lecture. He also lauded the promising collaboration between nations as key to achieving fair pacts such as
the Paris Agreement and promoting future sustainable development.
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The lecture was attended by Dr. Lui Che Woo, representatives from higher education sector and non-profit
organisations, students from local secondary schools and universities. Over 400 guests attended the lecture.
A forum exchange session featured in the seminar was moderated by Professor Gabriel Lau Ngar-cheung,
Director of the Institute of Environment, Energy and Sustainability (IEES), CUHK. The guest speakers were
Mr. Xie Zhenhua; Mr. Shun Chi-ming, Director of the Hong Kong Observatory; and Dr. Rebecca Lee Lok-sze,
Founder of the Polar Museum Foundation.
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Welfare Betterment Prize Laureate Public Lecture
Public Lecture Date: 6 Oct 2017
Lecture Topic: From the Ground Up: How Land Rights Alleviate Poverty and Lift Economies
Keynote Speaker: Mr. Tim Hanstad, Co-Founder and Senior Advisor of Landesa
Joint Organiser : The University of Hong Kong
Opening Remarks: Professor Paul Tam, Provost and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of The University of Hong Kong

D

rawing on broad lessons from economic history, impact studies and
Landesa’s decades of experience, Mr. Tim Hanstad discussed and
connected the dots between land rights and some of the planet’s most
formidable challenges, including poverty, food security, conflict, climate
change, private sector development, economic growth, and inequality.
He also shared the importance of secure and equitable land rights.
Explaining the issue of land rights, he stated that only 30% of the
world’s land is legally documented and titled, creating an obstacle for
everyone, but particularly for the poorest – three quarters of whom
live in rural areas where land is the most important source of income,
food, credit, status and power. Without secure legal rights to that land,
more than one billion rural poor people live insecurely and lack optimal
opportunity to advance economically and socially.
Landesa has developed approaches for helping governments build
land rights systems and approaches that provide strong and broadly
distributed land property rights, including for the poorest. Studies show
that secure and broadly distributed land rights provide multiple benefits
to poor women and men and are a key building block for prosperous
and peaceful societies.

Professor Paul Tam, Provost and Deputy
Vice-Chancellor, The University of Hong
Kong.

Mr. Tim Hanstad, Co-Founder and Senior
Advisor, Landesa.

Addressing the power of land rights reform in building prosperous societies, Mr. Hanstad explained how the
Household Responsibility System in Mainland China – a rural land rights reform implemented in the early
1980s – was a foundational building block for setting an economic trajectory that resulted in lifting hundreds
of millions out of poverty and building a prosperous economy. This rural land reform provided about 1.5 acres
of land to every rural household, resulting in better incentives, much higher investment, production, and
incomes, and creating enormous energy for economic development.
Mr. Hanstad remarked that land rights are a fundamental building block for alleviating poverty and developing
peaceful and prosperous societies when concluding the lecture. People living in the urban, high-income areas
with effective legal and institutional infrastructure for land property rights might easily forget about the
challenges of economic development when such institutional infrastructure is missing, particularly in rural
areas where opportunity typically depends on secure rights to land. Landesa will continue to bring together
governments, civil society, business and other stakeholders to create avenues for social and economic
empowerment among the world’s poorest people.
The lecture was attended by Ms. Eileen Lui, Human Resources and Administration Director of Galaxy
Entertainment Group Limited; national representatives from the European Union in Hong Kong and Macau;
and representatives from non-profit organisations, the higher education sector and university students. The
lecture was well received by about 300 guests.
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Positive Energy Prize Laureate Public Lecture
Public Lecture Date: 6 Oct 2017
Lecture Topic: Changing the World through Positive Experiences
Keynote Speaker: Sir Philip Craven, Former President of the International Paralympic Committee (IPC)
Joint Organiser: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Opening Remarks: Professor Philip C.H. Chan, Deputy President and Provost of The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University

S

ir Philip Craven began his lecture with an introduction to the IPC, its
guiding principles, and how the organisation works to change public
attitudes towards people with impairment through positive experiences.
He noted that there are more than 1 billion people worldwide with
impairment, and around 80% of them living in poverty. However, for
those living in developed countries, they still face social exclusion and
unemployment.
Further delving into the history of the Paralympic Movement, Sir Philip
Craven went through its growth and development through the decades –
from the groundwork of German neurosurgeon Sir Ludwig Guttmann in
the 1940s, to the first Paralympic Games held in Rome, Italy in 1960.
In 1992, the Barcelona Paralympics was brought to life for millions
of people to watch, and the Games triggered significant accessibility
improvements to the city’s infrastructure. The Beijing 2008 Games
attracted the whole world’s attention, and marked the point when the
world started to discover the power of the Paralympics.

Dr. Lui Che Woo and Professor Daniel
T.L. Shek, Associate Vice President
(Undergraduate Programme), The Hong
Kong Polytechnic University.

The IPC was founded in 1989 and has since transformed from a
disability sports organisation into a widely respected and credible
Professor Philip C.H. Chan presents
international sports organization. With its vision “to enable Para athletes
souvenir to Sir Philip Craven.
to achieve sporting excellence and inspire and excite the world”, Sir
Philip Craven indicated that “to enable” is the spirit. The IPC does not only focus on helping or servicing the
athletes, it strives to empower them to achieve for themselves. The Paralympic Spirit is shown by the passion of
the athletes, coaches and everyone involved. It is the positive energy leading to the success of the Movement,
changing the long-held biases towards people with impairment and making the Paralympic Games a symbol
of social inclusion and awareness.
The lecture was attended by Dr. Lui Che Woo; Dr. York Chow Yat-ngok, Honorary President of the Hong Kong
Paralympic Committee & Sports Association for the Physically Disabled; members of the Paralympic Games
Hong Kong squad and students from special education schools, secondary schools and universities. The lecture
was well received and attended by more than 400 guests and students.
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The LUI Che Woo Prize (“the Prize”) recognises the astounding accomplishments
of individuals and organisations committed to the promotion of world civilisation.
Aspiring to sow seeds of benevolence, it encourages laureates to keep up their
momentum by furthering their initiatives and practicing what they advocate.

XIE Zhenhua fosters international collaboration on climate
change prevention

D

edicated climate specialist Mr. Xie Zhenhua was awarded the laureate of the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in
the Sustainability category focusing on the specific area of “Prevention of Climate Change” for his effort
and success in persuading various countries to participate in discussions around, and the eventual adoption of,
the Paris Agreement in 2015. He donated his cash reward to the Education Foundation of Tsinghua University
to set up the “Global Climate Change and Green Development Foundation”. The vision of the Foundation is
to foster international cooperation on green and low-carbon development and climate change prevention; as
well as facilitate related projects and establish scholarships. Tsinghua University at the same time announced
the establishment of the “Research Institute of Climate Change and Sustainable Development”, inviting Mr.
Xie to be the president.
In November 2017, he led the Chinese delegation to attend the UN Climate Change Conference in Bonn,
Germany. He delivered a national statement at the High-Level Segment of the conference and participated
in several negotiation meetings and related events. During the conference period, Mr. Xie held intensive
dialogues and consultations with the Prime Minister of Fiji (president of the conference), the Secretary
General of the UN and Executive Secretary of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, as well
as minister-level representatives of the state parties, including the US, EU, Canada, India, Brazil and South
Africa.
Introducing China’s policies and measures towards climate change at the conference, Mr. Xie stated the

Minister Xie attended the “One Planet” Climate Summit
held in Paris in December 2017.
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Minister Xie delivered a national statement at the UN
Climate Change Conference in Germany in November 2017.
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nation’s position and made recommendations on how to advance the multilateral process. Although the
US announced its decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement, the enthusiasm and efforts of China
and other stakeholders outweighed its impact. The multilateral climate change process continued to make
significant progress, including the adoption of the“Fiji Momentum for Implementation”which laid out the
steps to be taken in 2018 to make the Paris Agreement operational; and the launch of the Talanoa Dialogue
to help countries enhance and implement their Nationally Determined Contributions such as climate finance
by 2020.
Celebrating the second anniversary of the Paris Agreement on 12 December 2017, the “One Pant Summit”
was co-hosted by the French government, the UN and the World Bank, bringing together leaders from more
than 50 countries. Mr. Xie addressed a forum on China’s financial policies to facilitate green and low-carbon
development, as well as the promotion of the south-south cooperation on climate change. China’s ambitious
goals and constructive measures were highly recognised. A series of measures were announced by various
governments, local communities and enterprises, and international organisations covering 12 major areas
such as green finance and carbon pricing. These measures will bring about positive impacts during the
implementation of the Paris Agreement, and advocate worldwide green and low-carbon development.
On 19 December 2017, China officially launched its national-level Emissions Trading System. This brand new
scheme will help China limit emissions and take green and low-carbon development to a new level. Mr.
Xie has contributed tremendously to China’s carbon market as its designer and champion.
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Landesa:
Uncovering new opportunities to make change for the rural poor

L

andesa is awarded the Welfare Betterment
Prize for its success in securing land rights for
the world’s poorest people. Landesa has made
outstanding contributions to the alleviation of poverty
by embracing the concept of “helping people to help
themselves”.
Most of the world’s poorest people share three
traits: they live in rural areas, rely on land for their
livelihoods, and don’t have secure rights to access or
use that land. Landesa’s work is founded on a single
idea: that when these people have secure rights
to their land, they possess a powerful tool to lift
China – In China, land tenure reforms have the potential to
themselves, their families, and whole communities
secure land rights for more than 100 million rural women.
out of poverty. Land rights are an opportunity – to
invest in sustainable farming practices that grow harvests and improve lives; to access credit and financing
necessary to make improvements that build resilience to climate change; to build sturdier homes, plant trees,
and dig wells that improve a family’s stability and standing in their community.
For over 50 years, in more than 50 countries, Landesa’s championing of land rights through stronger laws
and policy, improved land governance, and innovative pilots and implementation programmes, have helped
more than 125 million families achieve stronger land rights. It was through this commitment to serving the
world’s poorest people that we received the tremendous honour of being awarded the 2017 LUI Che Woo
Prize – Welfare Betterment Prize, in recognition of our commitment“to the betterment of mankind”through
poverty alleviation.
Landesa has devoted the Prize award to our global and cross-cutting operations to have the flexibility and
agility to work where the need is greatest. Landesa acts nimbly and reacts quickly to the opportunities
that arise within its focus countries, previous countries Landesa has worked in, and in new countries to
make significant change for the rural poor. By utilising rapid response funds, staff can travel and respond
to windows of opportunity. The Prize will enable Landesa to further increase crucial development work in
vulnerable regions, help build a sustainable land rights movement, and position Landesa for scalable impact
in the years ahead.
Landesa works in the regions of the world where extreme generational poverty is most prevalent and
therefore the potential impact greatest: India, China, Sub-Saharan Africa, and, most recently, Myanmar,
where a new national land policy could benefit at least 3 million rural families. Landesa is growing its Africa
Program and has recently opened a new office in Tanzania to develop stronger ties in the country and be a
focal point for programmes throughout East Africa. As well, Landesa is exploring an emerging opportunity
for land reform in Zimbabwe. In China, Landesa continues the momentum we have in supporting land
tenure reforms that have the potential to provide secure land rights to more than 100 million women.
Landesa knows it is at a key moment in the history of land rights. Increasing global interest in land has
created an unprecedented opportunity to drive change; and global trends, such as urbanisation and the
climate, reinforce the need for that change. Landesa is conducting focused global advocacy efforts to draw
even more attention to the issue of land rights, which although fundamental to making social and economic
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progress, are still too rarely recognised. The Prize
will greatly benefit Landesa’s ability to meet its
ambitions to help build a sustainable land rights
movement and enhance its performance against
its mission, thus, improving equitable access to
land and government services to millions of poor
families.
By helping to elevate the issue of land rights,
Landesa can bridge the voices within global and
local levels to further spread land rights as a
powerful poverty alleviation tool. For example, in
more than half the countries in the world, women
face barriers to their land and inheritance rights by
law or custom. We’re working with a broad and
diverse range of global actors on a women’s land
rights campaign that we are launching in 2018. This
multi-year effort aims to increase awareness about
the challenges women face realising their land
rights worldwide. Critically, its ultimate aim will be
to make real change in communities and women’s
lives by bridging the gap between progressive
policies that protect their rights, and practice on
the ground where many obstacles remain.
With the Prize, Landesa will continue to represent
an innovative and systemic solution for building a
more sustainable and equitable world – creating
opportunities for the world’s poorest and breaking
generational cycles of poverty, while creating a
more prosperous and peaceful world for all.

India – Landesa continues to advise state governments in
India on policies to strengthen land rights for rural families.
Since 2001, Landesa’s work in India has helped more than
1 million families enjoy stronger rights to land.

Liberia – In Liberia, where at least half the population
lives in rural areas, the government is considering a land
rights bill that could impact millions of people. Landesa
has prioritised sub-Saharan Africa as a focal region for its
programmes and policy advocacy work.

Myanmar – Daw Myint Htay, pictured with her
grandchildren, recently received an allocation of three
acres of land from the government of Myanmar, where
land reform efforts have the potential to benefit at least 3
million families.
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The International Paralympic Committee:
Supporting the future of Para sports

T

he International Paralympic Committee was awarded the LUI Che Woo Prize 2017 in the Positive Energy
category, with the Specific Area of Focus on “Promotion of Harmony among Diverse Groups”. The
Paralympic Movement’s global governing body was recognised for its outstanding work in encouraging Para
athletes from around the world in celebration and competitive participation in sports, changing society’s
long-held biases towards people with an impairment and offering hope to them.
Sir Philip Craven, who was IPC President from 2001-2017 and who received the LUI Che Woo Prize on behalf of
the IPC in October, said: “I would just want to say how proud I am of what the IPC and Paralympic Movement
has achieved to date. The IPC is no longer seen as a disability organisation but a hugely respected and credible
international sports organisation that has enriched the lives of millions around the world. Thanks to this prize
we can do even more to show to the world that with positive energy absolutely anything is possible in life.”
The IPC has devoted the prize money to its development arm, the Agitos Foundation. Launched at the London
2012 Paralympic Games, the foundation’s mission is to support the effective worldwide development of
Para sport pathways from grassroots to Paralympic success and, in turn, fulfil the Paralympic Movement’s
aspiration for an inclusive society.
Among the Agitos Foundation’s activities is the Grant Support Programme, which aims to support the
development of Para sports by providing grants to IPC members. Each year, National Paralympic Committees
(NPCs), International Federations (IFs), International Organisations of Sports for the Disabled (IOSDs) and
Regional Organisations (ROs) – the IPC membership – are encouraged to apply for support.
“The Grant Support Programme is one of the most important tools for the development and strengthening of
the Paralympic Movement globally. More than one in three IPC members have benefitted from the programme
since its launch in 2013,” said Andrew Parsons, IPC president.
Over EUR 3.2 million in grants have been awarded to 149 projects around the world, making a significant impact
on the growth of the Paralympic Movement. So far 55 NPCs, five Regional Organisations, 19 International

Nicolas Bisquertt from Chile, who took part in a training
camp funded by the Grant Support Programme, competed
in PyeongChang 2018 Paralympic Winter Games.
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Federations and three International Organisations of Sports for the Disabled have benefited from the Grant
Support Programme, reaching more than 482,000 people.
Some of the recent projects supported by the Grant Support Programme are:
•
		

NPC Poland organised ‘Snow Connects People’, a training camp for Para cross country and Para
biathlon for 30 participants from Armenia, Croatia, Georgia, Netherlands, Poland and Ukraine.

•
		
		

US Rowing hosted an international training camp and regatta for 29 Para rowing athletes and
coaches in Sarasota, US, which attracted participants from Chile, Mexico, Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, and Trinidad and Tobago.

•
		
		
		

NPC Armenia has been implementing a pilot project with four schools and four universities of
Yerevan, called ‘Increasing Participation of People with Disabilities through Paralympic Movement
Awareness Building’. The NPC has organised the Sport Festival for People with Disabilities in which
about 120 athletes, many volunteers, schoolchildren and students participated.

•
		

Two International Tennis Federation coaching workshops were undertaken in Ghana and Kenya,
training a total of 50 coaches and athletes from different African nations.

•
		
		
		
		

The Hellenic Paralympic Committee set the grounds for implementing their initiative to offer access
to Para sport for refugees and asylum seekers in Athens. The project involves seven participants
that regularly train different Para sports in clubs around the city together with Greek Paralympians
and is supported by the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR), the City of Athens and several
other local agencies working with refugee and asylum seeker populations.

In 2017 the Agitos Foundation received 62 applications for the GSP and successfully awarded 31 projects.
Several initiatives focus specifically on fostering gender equality, such as the British Paralympic Association’s
project to enhance women’s participation in Para ice hockey. The 2018 edition of the GSP was launched in
June 2018 and the selected projects will be announced in October 2018.
The LUI Che Woo Prize will help guarantee funding for awareness campaigns, education, training of
coaches, classifiers and technical officials, research projects and equipment in both summer and winter
sports.
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